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Extending density matrix embedding: A static two-particle theory
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We introduce extended density matrix embedding theory (EDMET), a static quantum embedding theory
explicitly self-consistent with respect to local two-body physics. This overcomes the biggest practical and
conceptual limitation of more traditional one-body embedding methods, namely the lack of screening and
treatment of longer-range interactions. This algebraic zero-temperature embedding augments a local interacting
cluster model with a minimal number of bosons from a description of the full system correlations via the random
phase approximation, and admits an analytic approach to build a self-consistent Coulomb-exchange-correlation
kernel. For extended Hubbard models with nonlocal interactions, this leads to the accurate description of phase
transitions, static quantities, and dynamics. We also move towards ab initio systems via the Parriser-Parr-Pople
model of conjugated coronene derivatives, finding good agreement with experimental optical gaps.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strongly correlated materials exhibit some of the most
fascinating and technologically important emergent phenom-
ena in condensed matter [1,2]. However, due to the presence
of a nonperturbative quantum many-body problem at their
heart, are notoriously difficult to simulate accurately [3,4].
Furthermore, strong correlations in these materials can rarely
be considered in isolation, and so a faithful description of
nonlocal and high-energy interactions is essential. These
couple to the strongly correlated bands which introduces
a screening of the low-energy interactions to qualitatively
change the resulting physics [5]. Quantum cluster methods,
such as dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT), have emerged
in the last couple of decades as the dominant approach to
extend simulation capabilities to strongly correlated materi-
als [6]. These operate via a self-consistent mapping of the
system to an auxiliary embedded quantum cluster problem,
defined by a fragment of the system coupled to a “bath,”
designed to represent the renormalized propagation of lo-
cal one-body quasiparticles through the system [7]. This
cluster problem can then be solved to high accuracy with
various techniques [8–14], and the resultant local properties
used to self-consistently update the overall system dynamical
Green’s function.

This DMFT approach has proved a highly effective approx-
imation when a system is dominated by interactions which are
local to the choice of fragment (often denoted the “impurity”)
[15]. However, DMFT neglects dynamic screening effects and
other collective phenomena which derive from longer-range
nonlocal interactions, and which cannot be ignored within
most realistic materials [5]. To account for this, a variety
of uncontrolled approximations are often used to statically
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vary the effective interactions of the cluster model to account
for these nonlocal interactions on the local physics [16–19],
or assume an independent additive contribution of the non-
local interactions to the strongly correlated local physics of
the fragment [20]. A rigorous approach to couple these ef-
fects necessitates the introduction of a frequency-dependent
“screened” Coulomb interaction in the cluster model, which is
denoted “extended”-DMFT [21–30]. This approach involves
explicit mapping of two-body quantities between the fragment
and full system, and is more involved than the comparatively
simple one-body embedding of DMFT. Despite this, it has
demonstrated that it can qualitatively describe strongly cor-
related materials in a fully ab initio approach, fully coupling
both one-body and two-body physics [31]. However, the re-
quirement to find and self-consistently solve the auxiliary
problem with a fully frequency-dependent Coulomb interac-
tion has limited the scope of the technique and accessible
fragment sizes.

Density matrix embedding theory (DMET) [32,33] takes a
different approach to quantum embedding, neglecting a large
portion of the dynamical information in the hybridization,
bath construction, and self-consistency, to work in an entirely
static framework with a compact and algebraic bath con-
struction. These simplifications admit an explicit Hamiltonian
formulation and efficient, zero-temperature wave function
methods for solving the cluster [34–38], with its compact size
and static nature enabling large fragments to be considered
and avoid analytic continuation [38]. The recently introduced
energy-weighted density matrix embedding allows for this
neglected dynamical character of the one-body properties to
be systematically restored to the theory at the cost of an
enlarged bath space, directly connecting to the method back to
a static analog of DMFT [39–41]. However, these approaches
again neglect nonlocal screening effects and a controllable
and systematic inclusion of two-body interactions between
the fragment and wider material. DMET on real materials has
relied on the fragment being large enough to saturate these
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important nonlocal interactions, which can be challenging
[42,43].

In this work we demonstrate an alternative approach,
inspired by EDMFT. We rigorously extend DMET to in-
clude the coupling to nonlocal correlations, screening, and
long-range collective phenomena present in real materials,
maintaining an efficient static framework and permitting an
algebraic self-consistent approach for both one- and two-body
fragment-local properties. In keeping with precedent, we call
this approach extended-DMET (EDMET).

To achieve this, we formulate an interacting cluster model
which exactly and algebraically reproduces the lowest-order
local spectral moments of the two-particle density-density
(dd) response of the full system at the level of the ran-
dom phase approximation (RPA). This is analogous to the
bath construction criteria of DMET, where a bath is found
which exactly and algebraically reproduces the lowest-order
local spectral moments of the one-particle Greens function
(the one-body reduced density matrix) at a mean-field level.
Furthermore, a well-defined self-consistency is formulated to
ensure these correlated local two-body properties are included
back in the full system RPA description. In this initial work
we focus on self-consistency in the zeroth and first moments
of this dd response, ensuring convergence of large parts of the
local two-body reduced density matrix and beyond, and show
that this can allow for accurate two-particle quantities and
phase diagrams of both lattice models with nonlocal Coulomb
terms, as well the optical gaps of Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP)
models of aromatic hydrocarbons.

II. EDMET THEORY

A. Defining the RPA

The random phase approximation (RPA) resums bubble di-
agrams to infinite order, constructing chains of virtual electron
polarization events coupled by the Coulomb interaction for all
time orderings [44]. This defines the dd response of the system
χ (ω), mediated by an effective screened Coulomb interaction
which couples all many-body and long-range density fluc-
tuations, including correlated collective excitations such as
plasmons [45–49]. This physics dominates in correlated sys-
tems with a large polarizability or gapless systems [50], and is
a standard choice for screening interactions of real materials,
such as in the GW or constrained-RPA methods [19,51–57].
The dd response of the RPA can be defined by an irreducible
polarizability P and interaction kernel K, which couples these
irreducible particle-hole excitations. In the “direct” RPA, this
interaction kernel is just the Coulomb interaction (neglect-
ing exchange) v resulting in a construction of the RPA dd
response as

χRPA(ω) = [P(ω)−1 − v]−1. (1)

In the EDMET procedure we will describe, quantities defining
the polarizability and interaction kernel for the full system
RPA are self-consistently updated, in order to match the cor-
related dd-response moments from the local cluster model
(including the local exchange). For the bath construction, we
turn to the Casida formulation of RPA, which can be derived
from Eq. (1) [58–60]. The Casida equation formulates the

RPA as a generalized eigenvalue problem as

(� − �n�)| �Xn, �Yn〉 = 0, (2)

where

� =
(1 0

0 −1

)
,

� =
(A B

B A

)
,

Aia, jb = (εa − εi )δi jδab + 〈ib|a j〉 = ε + KA,

Bia, jb = 〈i j|ab〉 = KB. (3)

In these equations, i, j, . . . (a, b, . . .) label hole (particle)
spin-orbitals, respectively, εi is the energy of orbital i, and
〈i j|ab〉 denote the standard Coulomb integrals, which are used
when the interaction kernel is simply the Coulomb interaction.
These interaction kernels can however be more general, to
include effects beyond the RPA (as will be exploited later for
the self-consistent embedding), and therefore we also denote
them as general two-body kernels K, which can be different
for the A and B blocks, where KA represents the interaction
coupling excitations together, and KB represents the interac-
tion coupling an excitation and a deexcitation (which are the
same when the interaction is just the Coulomb form given
above). The eigenvalues of the Casida equation �n describe
neutral excitation energies [the poles of χ (ω)] while the X and
Y eigenvectors define the coefficients of these (quasibosonic)
excitations and deexcitations, respectively, in the particle-hole
basis. The full RPA dd response in this basis can then be
defined as

χRPA(ω)=−
(X Y

Y X

)(
� − ωI 0

0 − � − ωI

)−1(X −Y

Y −X

)T

,

(4)
where � is the diagonal matrix of positive-frequency RPA
excitations.

In moving towards a static self-consistent embedding, we
focus instead on the moments of the dd-response spectrum,
where we define the mth-order dd-response moment as

χ (m)
pqrs = − 1

π
Im

∫ ∞

0
ωmχpqrs(ω)dω, (5)

for m � 0, and where p, q, . . . label general orbitals in an
arbitrary basis. These static quantities can in general also be
defined in terms of expectation values of a wave function, as

χ (m)
pqrs = 〈ĉ†

qĉp(Ĥ − E0)mĉ†
r ĉs〉 − 〈ĉ†

qĉp〉〈ĉ†
r ĉs〉δm,0, (6)

where it can be seen that the m = 0 moment contains the two-
body reduced density matrix of the system. We will also find
it useful to define an additional quantity,

η
(m)
ia jb = χ

(m)
ia jb + χ

(m)
ai jb + χ

(m)
iab j + χ

(m)
aib j, (7)

where both particle-hole excitation and deexcitation contribu-
tions to the dd-response moments are combined. At the level
of RPA, η(m) can be found as

η
(m)
RPA = (X + Y)�m(X + Y)T . (8)

For the RPA, this quantity fully characterizes the two-point
charge dd-response moments in any basis χ (m)

ppqq. Defining this
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basis by the transformation matrices Cip and Cap for the hole
and particle states, respectively, χ (m)

ppqq can be found from η(m)

in the RPA approximation as

χ (m)
ppqq = CipCap[η(m)

RPA]ia, jbCjqCbq. (9)

Additionally, the form of the RPA imposes the following
structure on the first two dd moments [58,60],

A − B = η(1) = η(0)(A + B)η(0), (10)

with the higher moments also constrained by a further recur-
sive relationship

η(m) = (A − B)(A + B)η(m−2) (11)

= [η(0)(A + B)]mη(0). (12)

This follows from the closure and orthonormality relations
of the RPA solutions, (X + Y)(X − Y)T = (X + Y)T (X −
Y) = I. If all O(N2) nonvanishing moments are determined,
this fully defines the RPA dd response. η(m) can be block diag-
onalized into either spin blocked or, in the closed-shell case,
separate singlet and triplet contributions, as is common in
spin-orbital based RPA approaches [61]. Only the component
between same-spin excitations can contribute to the charge
dd response, so here we will assume only the spin blocking
of this quantity. Formulation of an equivalent relation for the
spin-density response is the subject of current research.

B. Bosonic bath construction from RPA

In constructing our cluster, we start from the interacting
bath density matrix embedding theory (DMET) construction,
where the number of (fermionic) bath orbitals is bounded
by the number of fragment orbitals n f [32,33,62]. This con-
struction matches the zeroth and first single-particle spectral
moments at the mean-field level (the fragment density matrix
and Fock matrix projection), and ensures that the entangled
orbitals of the cluster can be rotated into a particle/hole basis
which is exactly spanned by the corresponding full system
particle/hole basis, respectively [41,62]. We will refer to this
space as the “fermionic cluster,” since the final (desired) clus-
ter space will include additional (bosonic) bath degrees of
freedom.

A sufficient condition for the reproduction of the full sys-
tem η(0) RPA dd-response moment in the fermionic cluster, is
that the components of X and Y excitation coefficients match
after an RPA calculation within this cluster space. Due to the
fact that both the cluster Fock and Coulomb terms are pre-
served by the interacting bath DMET cluster construction, it
will also lead to an exact reproduction of η(1), due to Eq. (10).
We can satisfy this matching condition for the components of
X and Y in the fermionic cluster exactly, algebraically, and
without modification of the DMET fermionic cluster space
Hamiltonian, by introducing an additional bosonic bath to
the cluster, which couples to these fermionic (de)excitations
in the RPA equations. The required fermion-boson couplings
and bosonic frequencies can be constructed analytically using
only the RPA solution in the full space and the projection
defining the fermionic cluster. These additional bosonic bath
states will represent the RPA excitations and deexcitations that

couple to the environment, and are required to ensure a match-
ing of the fermionic cluster space dd-response moments at the
level of RPA between the cluster and full system solutions.

We first define a projector onto the fermionic cluster single-
particle (irreducible) (de)excitation space as Pcl,f . We then
consider a matrix PRPA which defines a minimal space of
relevant RPA excitations. These relevant RPA excitations are
constructed as a contracted set of all RPA excitations, where
the minimal number of (de)excitations have a nonzero com-
ponent in the fermionic excitation space. This can be found
from the non-null space of full system RPA (de)excitations
once projected into this fermionic cluster. This PRPA projector
therefore maps between the RPA excitations of the full space
and a desired minimal space which will define the final cluster,
with the latter of maximum dimension 2n2

f . PRPA is found
via SVD from the union of the image spaces of Pcl,f X and
Pcl,f Y, which projects out the null space of RPA excitations
which have no component in the fermionic cluster space.
We can then find the components of these desired excita-
tions and deexcitations in the fermionic cluster excitation
space as Xcl,f = Pcl,f XPRPA and Ycl,f = Pcl,f YPRPA, respec-
tively. However, these relevant RPA excitations will also have
components in the environment to this fermionic cluster ph
(particle-hole) space, characterized by the components Xcl,b

and Ycl,b, which need to be found. Taking both components
together, these will define the additional bosoniclike quasiex-
citations which make up the additional bath states of the full
cluster and define the long-range excitation character, ensur-
ing that the RPA full cluster excitations have the appropriate
projection into the fermionic portion of the cluster.

These environmental components in the bosonic part of the
final cluster can be found from the closure and orthogonality
constraints of an RPA excitation manifold, defining the rela-
tions

S = I − (Xcl,f − Ycl,f )T (Xcl,f + Ycl,f ) (13)

= (Xcl,b − Ycl,b)T (Xcl,b + Ycl,b). (14)

The nonsymmetric matrix S can be built from Eq. (13), and di-
agonalized. Its eigendecomposition can subsequently be used
to construct Xcl,b and Ycl,b from Eq. (14), therefore fully
defining the components of the relevant RPA (de)excitations
in the fermionic cluster and its environment.

While the dimension of S is 2n2
f , constraints on its rank

mean that the resulting number of cluster bosons is upper
bounded by the number of same-spin ph excitations within the
fermionic cluster, 1

2 n2
f , for all interaction kernels considered in

this work, with Appendix A formally proving this bound. With
the definition of these bosonic (de)excitations which need to
augment the fermionic cluster and couple to the fermionic
particle-hole (de)excitations, we can find the Hamiltonian that
results from this coupling, via a projection of the full system
RPA Hamiltonian into this fermion ⊕ boson cluster space.
This results in couplings between the bosons and fermionic ph
excitations (V ), as well as the bosonic frequencies (ω) suitable
for the cluster solver. These are found as

Via,n = Vai,n̄ = Xcl,f�XT
cl,b + Ycl,f�YT

cl,b, (15)

Vai,n = Via,n̄ = −Xcl,f�YT
cl,b − Ycl,f�XT

cl,b, (16)
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ωm,n = ωm̄,n̄ = Xcl,b�XT
cl,b + Ycl,b�YT

cl,b, (17)

ωm,n̄ = ωm̄,n = −Xcl,b�YT
cl,b − Ycl,b�XT

cl,b, , (18)

where n, m indices refer to bosonic excitations, and n̄, m̄
indices refer to bosonic deexcitations. These couplings and
frequencies are then transferred over from the RPA Hamilto-
nian in the space of ph (de)excitations, to a second quantized
cluster Hamiltonian where all fermionic excitations in the
cluster are considered, leading to

Ĥcl = Ĥelec +
∑
ia,n

Via,n(ĉ†
aĉiâ

†
n + H.c.) + Vai,n(ĉ†

i ĉaâ†
n + H.c.)

+ 1

2

∑
nm

ωnm(â†
nâm + H.c.) + 1

2

∑
nm

ωn̄m(â†
nâ†

m + H.c.),

(19)

where Ĥelec is the standard DMET interacting-bath electronic
cluster Hamiltonian. A final symplectic Bogoliubov transfor-
mation can remove all coupling terms between the bosons,
and gives a final correlated cluster Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥcl = Ĥelec +
∑
ia,n

Ṽia,n(ĉ†
aĉiâ

†
n + H.c.)

+ Ṽai,n(ĉ†
i ĉaâ†

n + H.c.) +
∑

n

ω̃nâ†
nân, (20)

where Ṽia,n and ω̃n refer to quantities with respect to these ro-
tated and decoupled bosonic degrees of freedom (n) resulting
from the Bogoliubov transformation, with i and a remaining
the labels for the hole and particle fermionic spaces, respec-
tively.

In summary, we defined the minimal space of “relevant”
RPA (de)excitations, which couple the irreducible particle-
hole excitations from the fermionic cluster to the environment.
By treating the environmental portion of these excitations
as bosons and combining them with the standard fermionic
cluster space of DMET, we ensure that the cluster RPA exci-
tations are equivalent to the projection of the full system RPA
(de)excitations into the fermionic cluster. This ensures that
the η(0) and η(1) quantities are conserved between the cluster
and full system solutions. Note that we are matching the
full fermionic cluster moments, rather than just the fragment
projection of these quantities. The Hamiltonian which cou-
ples these bosonic modes to the fermionic excitations can be
found from projecting the RPA Hamiltonian into the bosonic
bath space. This resulting coupled electron-boson cluster of
Eq. (20) rigorously ensures that an RPA calculation in this
cluster (which is now independent of the size of the full
system) would result in a χ (ω) whose η(0) and η(1) exactly
matches the projection of these RPA moments from the full
system. Finally, we note that the criteria of matching the
projection of both the full system X and Y in the cluster was
sufficient, but not necessary for the reproduction of the η(0)

and η(1) moments in the bath construction. In future work we
will demonstrate an O(N4) lower-scaling alternative approach
to directly target these quantities in the construction of an ap-
propriate bosonic bath space, since obtaining the full system

X and Y matrices scales as O(N6) where N is the number of
degrees of freedom in the full system.

C. Self-consistency in EDMET

Once we have found a second-quantized local fermion-
boson interacting cluster of the form in Eq. (20), it can be
solved with a “high-level” correlated method, which in this
work is performed via exact diagonalization. To ensure this
is tractable, we truncate the Hilbert space with a restriction
to only three bosonic occupations in each mode, except near
phase transitions in one dimension where an occupancy of
four was required to ensure convergence, as the bosons rep-
resenting the longer-ranged interactions were more strongly
coupled.

From this solution we compute the zeroth and first two-
point dd-response moments over the local fragment space
(χ (m)

HL )pp,qq, as defined in Eq. (6) with m = 0 and 1. The aim
is to algebraically define an updated interaction kernel in the
cluster space KA and KB. This new kernel can ensure that
this high-level description of the fragment-local dd-response
moments will be rigorously reproduced via a subsequent RPA
in the cluster, including the local exchange and correlation
effects which are included from the high-level solver to all
orders. This can self-consistently improve the original RPA
solution, more accurately describing the coupling between
charge fluctuations in the full system, by including this local
exchange correlation from the correlated solver and appro-
priately matching the descriptions between the two levels of
theory.

Defining a rotation from the cluster ph-excitation space to
the local fragment sites (Pfrag)pp,ia = CpiCpa where C are the
coefficients of the cluster particle and hole states, we construct
composite moments from χHL and the cluster RPA description
of the local moment, as

η(m)
comp = η

(m)
RPA + P+

frag

(
χ

(m)
HL − Pfragη

(m)
RPAPT

frag

)
(P+

frag)T , (21)

where Pfragη
(m)
RPAPT

frag represents the two-point local dd re-
sponse from the RPA [as given in Eq. (9)] which is removed
from the local description and replaced by the high-level
fragment-local counterpart. P+

frag represents the pseudoinverse
of the rotation matrix (since this is not square) in order to
project back into the cluster ph space from the local fragment
space. This composite quantity allows us to invert Eq. (10), to
define a nonlocal, static Coulomb-exchange-correlation ker-
nel of the cluster RPA Hamiltonian [63], giving

Kcl
A = 1

2

(
η(0)

comp
−1

η(1)
compη

(0)
comp

−1 + η(1)
comp

) − ε. (22)

Kcl
B = 1

2

(
η(0)

comp
−1

η(1)
compη

(0)
comp

−1 − η(1)
comp

)
. (23)

The component of this induced kernel in the bosonic space
of the cluster is neglected, since this would result in double
counting within the self-consistency. The magnitude of these
neglected terms reduces during self-consistency, though will
not necessarily vanish at convergence.

The overall long-range interaction kernels defining the next
iteration lattice RPA, is then constructed via a democratic
partitioning between all clusters, as modifications within the
fermionic bath space can extend between fragment spaces
[62,64]. For this we define �Kcl,x as the change in the overall
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combined interaction kernel (including excitations and deex-
citations) from the original bare Coulomb interaction v in each
cluster x. We can express all of the nonzero elements (in the
cluster particle-hole basis) as

�Kcl,x
ia jb = �Kcl,x

aib j = (
Kcl,x

A

)
ia jb − via jb,

�Kcl,x
iab j = �Kcl,x

ai jb = (
Kcl,x

B

)
ia jb − via jb.

(24)

The equations above make it clear that local exchange effects
are introduced into the interaction kernel, since Kia jb (cou-
pling excitations) is no longer equivalent to Kiab j (coupling
an excitation and deexcitation), as is the case for just the
Coulomb interaction. To avoid double counting, it is necessary
to define the projector in the x cluster particle-hole basis to
the fragment orbitals used to define the cluster as Pfrag,x, and
construct the local contribution via democratic partitioning, as

�K̃cl,x
pqrs = 1

4

(
�Kcl,x

tqrsP
frag,x
pt + �Kcl,x

ptrsP
frag,x
qt

+ �Kcl,x
pqtsP

frag,x
rt + �Kcl,x

pqrt P
frag,x
st

)
, (25)

where Einstein summation is assumed. This ensures that the
symmetries of the interaction kernel are maintained, while
also maintaining the exact large fragment limit. The full inter-
action kernel can obtained by transforming all �K̃cl,x from the
cluster into the basis spanning the whole system and summing
all clusters, appropriately recombining it with the original
bare Coulomb kernel.

Examples of the long-range modifications to the inter-
action kernel of the full system at convergence are shown
in the Sec. III A, demonstrating the ability for the frag-
ment renormalization to even induce attractive components
of the effective interaction. This self-consistency is also
combined, without double counting, with the one-particle
self-consistency of DMET to match the one-particle density
matrix via a fragment-local one-body correlation potential
[32,33,62] optimized as a semidefinite program [65–69].
This iterative procedure is continued until convergence of
the first two moments of both the fragment dd response
and single-particle response (one-body density matrix), with
the interaction kernel and correlation potential no longer
changing.

D. Expectation values in EDMET

Before summarizing the overall EDMET scheme and prac-
tical considerations, we mention the extraction of observables
of interest. Fragment-local properties can be obtained directly
from expectation values over the correlated cluster solution
at convergence. In DMET, nonlocal static expectation values,
such as the energy, are obtained via democratic partitioning of
the density matrix expressions for each quantity. However, in
EDMET, we are also able to define some portion of the non-
cluster-local correlated physics, and therefore it is possible
to augment the DMET energy expression with an additional
contribution arising from coupling to the bosonic bath in the
cluster, describing long-range correlated energy contributions.
Appendix B derives this local fragment energy expression in

detail, which we present here as

Efrag =
∑

p∈frag

( ∑
q∈clus

tpq + h̃pq

2
Dcl

pq + 1

2

∑
qrs∈clus

(pq|rs)Pcl,f
qp|sr

)

+ 1

2

∑
p∈frag

q∈cluster

∑
n

(ṼpqnPcl,fb
pq,n + ṼqpnPcl,fb

qp,n ), (26)

where we define the one- and two-body fermionic reduced
density matrices within the cluster as Dcl

pq = 〈c†
qcp〉cl and

Pcl,f
qp|sr = 〈c†

pc†
r cscq〉cl, respectively, with the cluster fermion-

boson reduced density matrix as Pcl,fb
qp,n = 〈c†

pcqan〉cl. The
effective one-body interaction within the cluster is defined as

h̃pq = tpq +
∑

rs

[(pq|rs) − (ps|rq)]Denv
rs . (27)

The first line of Eq. (26) is identical to the DMET en-
ergy expression [62] (which can also be derived from the
Migdal-Galitskii formula [40]), while the final term represents
the contribution to the correlation energy from the nonlocal
bosonic charge fluctuations between the fragment and en-
vironment. This physics is neglected in the DMET energy
expression, as there is no consideration of correlations cou-
pling the fragment beyond the length scale of the cluster
space.

Finally, given that the RPA equations are solved in the full
system with the updated interaction kernel and irreducible po-
larizability from the one- and two-body self-consistency, we
can construct fully nonlocal and dynamic two-body expecta-
tion values from this full system RPA with its locally corrected
exchange-correlation physics at convergence. This includes
quantities such as the dynamic density-density response of
Eq. (4), or dynamic spin/charge structure factors depending
on the symmetry sector probed. We stress again that while
these expectation values make the RPA approximation that
the ansatz for the excitations only spans single particle-hole
excitations, the interaction kernel and single-particle energies
of used to construct these excitations are fully screened and
renormalized by the self-consistent local correlated physics.
Examples of these converged full system RPA spectra are
shown in Sec. III A.

E. Overall EDMET algorithm

In Algorithm I we sketch pseudocode for the overall ED-
MET algorithm. Much of the algorithm is the same as a
traditional DMET calculations, with changes for the boson
bath construction and its cluster Hamiltonian via RPA, update
of the interaction kernel each iteration, and energy expres-
sions. A charge-consistent approach was used throughout this
work (where the full system one-body density relaxes due to
the correlations), along with direct inversion in the iterative
subspace (DIIS) acceleration for convergence of both the cor-
relation potential and interaction kernel.
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Algorithm 1 EDMET algorithmic pseudocode.

1: Input initial one-body idempotent density matrix over the full
system Dll,(0)

2: Initialize one-body Fock matrix f̂ (0) = f̂ (Dll,(0) ), correlation
potential u(0) = 0, correlation kernel K(0) = KCoulomb

3: while correlation potential u(k) and kernel K(k) have not
converged do

4: Diagonalize Ĥll = f̂ (k) + u(k) for Dll,(k)

5: if charge consistent then

6: Self-consistently solve f̂ (k+1) = f̂ (Dll,(k) )

7: else

8: Set f̂ (k+1) = f̂ (k)

9: end if

10: Perform random phase approximation (RPA) calculation
using eigenvalues of f̂ (k+1) and K(k) for X, Y, and �.

11: Construct electron-Boson cluster Hamiltonian Ĥ emb
x for all

fragments x

12: Set m = 0, ν (0) = μ(k), to solve for the global chemical
potential

13: while chemical potential ν (m) is not converged do

14: Solve Ĥ emb
x − ν (m)N̂ frag for Dhl,frag

x for all x

15: Update ν (m+1) such that Tr(Dhl,frag ) = N , the total
number of electrons

16: Set m ← m + 1

17: end while

18: Set μ(k+1) = ν (m)

19: Construct χ hl,frag
x , Dpq, and Ppq|rs over the system via

democratic partitioning of the cluster RDMs, and Pcl,fb
pq,n for

each cluster.

20: Compute energy from RDMs.

21: Update u(k+1) by solving global SDP fitting problem.

22: for x in 1,...,Nf do

23: Obtain K(k+1)
x in cluster

24: end for

25: Construct K(k+1) via democratic partitioning.

26: Set k ← k + 1

27: end while

There are a number of minor modifications possible to
the algorithm, depending on whether certain quantities want
to be fully converged, or only partly updated each iteration,
as well as whether there is only a single fragment space, or
if the entire system is partitioned into disjoint fragments. In
the one-dimensional (1D) extended Hubbard model results, it
was found that convergence was more stable with the charge
self-consistency in the Fock matrix as the outer loop, and
the correlation kernel convergence as the inner loop, with
the density only updated once per (outer)iteration. Despite
these variations, all calculations resulted in tight convergence
of the fully self-consistent correlation potential, density, and
interaction kernel (a fully stationary global mean field and
RPA solution). By starting a calculation from a converged

interaction kernel and correlation potential of a different
Hamiltonian, solutions in a particular phase can be continued
through the parameter space until they are unstable, thereby
also mapping out regions of stable coexistence of different
phases.

The EDMET scheme inherits various exactness criteria
from the interacting-bath DMET, namely that it is exact for
the uncorrelated limit, and the limit where the fragment space
spans at least half of the total number of degrees of freedom
in the full system. In these limits, the bosonic bath decouples,
since there are no correlation-driven charge fluctuations from
the resulting cluster into the environment. Furthermore, if
coupling to the bosonic space in the correlated cluster model
is suppressed in Eq. (20) (e.g., by restricting the Hilbert space
of the solution to have no bosonic occupancy), then the al-
gorithm also rigorously returns to an interacting-bath DMET
calculation, including all expectation values, and the overall
self-consistency.

III. RESULTS

A. Extended Hubbard model

We consider the half-filled extended Hubbard model in
both 1D and two-dimensional (2D) square lattices, where
nonlocal interactions are introduced (in addition to the local
U term) via a nearest-neighbor density-density repulsion with
strength V . This is described by the Hamiltonian

HEHM = −t
∑
〈i j〉σ

ĉ†
iσ ĉ jσ + U

∑
i

n̂i↑n̂i↓ + V
∑
〈i j〉

n̂in̂ j, (28)

where 〈i j〉 denotes pairs of nearest neighboring sites, σ de-
notes spin polarization, and n̂iσ is the number operator for spin
σ on site i, where n̂i = ∑

σ n̂iσ . We set t = 1 in all results to
define the energy scale. We first consider a 1D model, to allow
comparison to density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
in this low-dimensional limit, as well as other (including em-
bedded) approaches [70–75].

The phase diagram of this model is dominated by a short-
range antiferromagnetic spin density wave phase (SDW) at
low V/U , and a two-site charge density wave phase (CDW) at
high V/U [73]. We describe this in EDMET with a two-site
fragment, translationally repeated through the lattice, which
we take to consist of 32 sites with antiperiodic boundary con-
ditions. Spin polarization is allowed to spontaneously break
in the static mean-field description of the system. We can fur-
ther consider the stability of different symmetry solutions by
initializing from different symmetry-broken effective correla-
tion potentials in the starting mean-field state. The correlated
cluster each iteration then consists of four fermions and eight
bosons. By analyzing the converged static spin and charge
densities between sublattices, we can determine the dominant
order, regions of coexistence of these phases (where we can
stably converge to either phase based on the choice of start-
ing conditions), and the energy of these phases to determine
relative stability. These results are summarized in the phase
diagram of Fig. 1, showing the dominant order, regions of
phase coexistence, and lowest value of V/t at which symme-
try breaking to a charge density wave phase is energetically
favored. The phase transition line to the CDW state is defined
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the 1D extended Hubbard model (left),
with charge-density wave (CDW), spin-density wave (SDW), and
paramagnetic (PM) regions of the parameter space. The white region
indicates a stable coexistence of CDW and SDW phases for this
choice of lattice and fragment size, with the dotted line indicating the
lowest value of V/t at which CDW becomes energetically favored,
indicating the relative energetic stability of the phase. (Right) Double
occupancy of antiferromagnetic (AFM) and charge ordered (CO)
extended-DMET (EDMET) solutions, averaged over the two frag-
ment sites at U/t = 6, showing the coexistence and phase transition
behavior between the regions.

as the lowest value of V/t at which the SDW solution becomes
higher in energy than the CDW solution, or destabilizes to this
CDW solution through the self-consistency.

This phase diagram is generally in good agreement with
DMRG and sign-problem-free QMC studies, where these
phase diagrams can be found in Refs. [70–73]. However, a
very small portion of the true phase diagram between the
CDW and SDW regions is also occupied by a bond order
wave (BOW) phase, found in DMRG and QMC studies and
characterized by dimerization reflected in the one-body coher-
ences between sites [70,73,76,77]. While we find a continuous
change in this order parameter, the fragmentation of the lat-
tice into two-site fragments biases towards bond order being
present even in CDW and SDW phases, due to the necessity
of the correlation potential to drive the correlated physics in
the mean-field picture. This BOW phase is therefore neglected
in the phase diagram, with its location largely instead taken
up by a coexistence region between the two dominant phases.
The phase diagram also shows a small region of paramagnetic
(PM) phase at low values of both U and V , where the mean
field is neither spin nor charge polarized. This is defined by the
absence of symmetry breaking in the single-particle picture
either with respect to charge or spin ordering between sites
on different sublattices. This phase is not present in more ac-
curate DMRG studies [73], and is likely artificially stabilized
due to the small fragment size and the absence of symmetry
breaking in the parent UHF approach at these points. Further
studies are required to confirm the rate at which this PM
region vanishes as the fragment size increases.

For a more quantitative comparison to exact density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) and density matrix embed-
ding theory (DMET) results, we also focus on a U = 6t cut
through the phase diagram, and compare the double occu-
pancy obtained for two-site fragment EDMET and DMET
results as V/t is varied across the transition point, char-

acterized by the parameter 〈n̂i↑n̂i↓〉frag. The change in this
parameter is expected to be discontinuous at the transition (for
the infinite system), as the spin-density wave suppresses the
local charge fluctuations, resulting in a lower value for this
average double occupancy per site in this phase than the CDW.
The discrepancy of this parameter to DMRG is largest about
the phase transition point for both embedded approaches, but
accurately tracks it outside the vicinity of the transition. The
predicted transition points also agree well, at V = 3.25t and
V = 3.2t , respectively, for EDMET and DMET. The EDMET
also predicts a narrow range of phase coexistence between
2.95t � V � 3.2t , where the spin density wave (SDW) state
is energetically favored till it spontaneous destabilizes to the
CDW. However, in comparison, initializing DMET (with in-
teracting bath) in a spin-symmetry broken SDW phase does
not result in collapse to a CDW solution, with an unreasonable
wide range of stability. While this solution is not competi-
tive with the CDW in energy, it remains stable until at least
V > 4.4t , far beyond physical relevance.

A particularly important advantage of the EDMET ap-
proach is that it is self-consistent with respect to (lim-
ited) dynamical information of two-particle quantities. We
therefore compute full momentum and energy-resolved two-
particle correlation functions via the lattice RPA, where
the fragment-local (exchange-)correlation has been self-
consistently resolved via the EDMET up to first order in the
dynamics. We compute the dynamical spin structure factor,
defined as

S(q, ω) = −π−1Im〈0|Ŝz†
q

1

Ĥ + ω − E0 − iη
Ŝz

q|0〉 (29)

and renormalized charge structure factor,

N (q, ω) = −π−1q−2Im〈0|n̂†
q

1

Ĥ + ω − E0 − iη
n̂q|0〉, (30)

where Ŝz
q is the Fourier transform of the local spin density

difference, Ŝz
l = n̂l,↑ − n̂l,↓, and n̂l = n̂l,↑ + n̂l,↓ is the local

density. These quantities directly characterize the nature of
the spin and charge fluctuations at different length and energy
scales, and in the RPA can be obtained from Eq. (4).

We take a point in the phase diagram at U/t = 7.8, V/t =
1.3, which according to optical conductivity measurements is
representative of the low-energy physics of SrCuO2 [78]. The
two-site fragment EDMET spin and charge structure factors
with a 50-site lattice are presented in Fig. 2. The spin structure
factor is dominated by a low-energy band which vanishes at
q = 0, with a spin gap at q = π and a maximum energy at
q = π/2. Secondary peaks at higher energy define the two-
spinon continuum. The charge structure factor is dominated
by a broad resonance monotonically decreasing in energy as
q decreases. These features qualitatively match the equivalent
dynamical DMRG results of Ref. [79]. The main discrepancy
from DMRG is the fact that the EDMET spin gap does not
strictly vanish (but reaches a minimum) at q → π , while the
DMRG spin gap strictly vanishes. This is likely due to the lack
of longer-ranged exchange contributions beyond the fragment.
However, it is somewhat surprising that the EDMET dynamic
spin correlation functions are so well reproduced, given that
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FIG. 2. EDMET spectra of (a) the dynamical spin structure fac-
tor and (b) the renormalized charge structure factor of the 50-site
extended Hubbard model with U/t = 7.8 and V = 1.3t . A broaden-
ing of 0.25t was used.

the couplings in the RPA are included between charge fluctu-
ations only, rather than spin fluctuations.

We can demonstrate the importance of both the strong local
correlations, as well as the screening and bosonic bath fluctua-
tions beyond DMET in this cluster model, by comparing these
results to both standard RPA where the irreducible polariz-
ability is derived from the orbital energies of Hartree-Fock,
or the converged DMET self-consistent one-body description
(decoupling the bosonic bath). Both of these use the bare
Coulomb interaction lacking the local two-body correlation
found in EDMET. These dynamic correlation functions are
presented in Fig. 3, and are qualitatively incorrect, demon-
strating significant redistribution of spectral weight from
the inclusion of the bosonic space of EDMET, accounting
for the neglect of self-consistent nonlocal interactions in
DMET.

Finally, it is instructive to look at the converged effec-
tive screened interaction, where these interactions have been
modified by the EDMET to match the local dd-response mo-
ments. This (static) modification to the long-range Coulomb-
exchange-correlation kernel (�K̃pqrs = K − v) in the SDW
and CDW phases is shown in Fig. 4, where the local two-point
projection of this interaction is depicted, i.e., �K̃ppqq. It is
found that there are attractive length scales of this effective
interaction between the electrons which are induced by the
renormalization due to the strong correlations of the fragment.
Translational symmetry of this effective interaction kernel is
maintained, but symmetry between the alpha and beta elec-
trons can be broken. It is also found that the length scale of
the effective screened interaction is longer in the SDW phase
than the CDW.

While DMRG provides a benchmark for the extended Hub-
bard model in 1D, this is no longer the case in 2D. We extend
EDMET to the 2D lattice, where symmetries within a 2 × 2
plaquette are characterized via a self-consistently coupled set
of two, two-site fragment clusters. This results in the zero-
temperature phase diagram of Fig. 5 showing the magnitude of
the staggered magnetization versus charge order. Within our
approach these are evaluated from the explicit local one-body
symmetry breaking of the mean-field reference state, which at
convergence is equal to the local high-level one-body proper-

FIG. 3. Spectral functions of the dynamical spin structure factor
and renormalized charge structure factor for the 50-site extended
Hubbard model at half-filling with U/t = 7.8 and V = 1.3t calcu-
lated via (a) RPA upon an unrestricted HF calculation, and (b) RPA
upon a converged DMET mean-field state, where the bare Coulomb
interaction is used. A finite broadening of 0.25t was used in all cases.
Note that the scale is different to Fig. 2.

ties. This gives order parameters

mCO = Tr(|Dll,(1) − Dll,(2)|)
Tr(Dll )

, (31)

mAFM = Tr(|Dll,α − Dll,β |)
Tr(Dll )

. (32)

Here D(i) and Dσ are the density matrices on one of the two
sublattices defining charge ordering and the σ -spin density,
respectively. As with the 1D model, a small parameter region
around the phase transition was found to be stable in both
phases, depending on the initial conditions for the optimiza-
tion. In this case, the lowest energy solution between the two
phases was chosen in the plot. However, at no point was both
charge ordering and staggered magnetization found to coexist
in the same EDMET solution.

This phase diagram found to qualitatively agree with previ-
ous two-particle embedding methods [24,27,80,81], though is
not directly comparable due to the finite temperature nature of
these methods. Specifically, we find no stable paramagnetic
phase at zero temperature, with only checkerboard CDW or
SDW phases stable. The lack of PM phase at half-filling
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FIG. 4. Modifications to the two-point component of the inter-
action (Coulomb-exchange-correlation) kernel in the lattice of the
EDMET due to the self-consistency (�K̃ppqq = K − v) on a symlog
scale. This demonstrates the renormalization of the effective interac-
tion to account for fragment exchange and correlation effects, and is
used in the resulting RPA. These are obtained in the half-filled 32-site
1D extended Hubbard model, with (a) U/t = 7.8 and V/t = 1.3, or
(b) V/t = 5. Even (odd) spin-orbital indices correspond to α (β) spin
states along the chain.

agrees with other ground state Hubbard model results at V/t =
0 [65,82,83]. However, for a more quantitative comparison
between these EDMET results and state-of-the-art methods,
a careful analysis of finite-size scaling of the lattice in the
results is needed, as well as a consideration of cluster size con-
vergence [36]. This will require methodological extensions
of the EDMET to reduce the formal scaling of the current
implementation, which will be discussed in Sec. IV.

FIG. 5. The phase transition in the 6 × 6 2D extended Hubbard
model, showing the charge versus spin order of the lowest energy
stable phase, defined over a 2 × 2 plaquette built from coupled two-
site fragments.

B. PPP model

The most significant benefits in the formulation are likely
to arise in polarizable systems with longer-range interactions,
moving towards ab initio applications where, e.g., polarons
and dispersion physics are found. In this direction we consider
the Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) model, where a more realistic
r−1-like Coulomb interaction is parametrized to match the
low-energy optical properties of polyacene molecules [84,85].
Their low-energy behavior is determined by a conjugated
manifold of polarizable π electrons, with a correlated de-
scription necessary for accurate spectra. This long-range PPP
Hamiltonian is parametrized by the Ohno relationship [84],
given by

HPPP = −t
∑
〈i j〉σ

ĉ†
iσ ĉ jσ + U

∑
i

n̂i↑n̂i↓

+
∑
i< j

Vi j (n̂i − 1)(n̂ j − 1), (33)

Vi j = U/
[
κi j

(
1 + 0.6117R2

i j

)1/2]
. (34)

The screened parametrization of the PPP model (defined in
Ref. [85]) defines U = 8.0 eV, κi, j = δi, j + 2.0(1 − δi, j ), t =
2.4 eV, where Ri j is the Euclidean distance between sites i and
j.

We apply the EDMET to six different coronene deriva-
tives, considering the resulting optical gap, key to their
photoactivity. High-level multireference configuration inter-
action with singles and doubles (MRCISD) optical gaps are
available for comparison from Ref. [86], and are expected
to be highly accurate benchmarks. The tight-binding lattices
corresponding to the atomic configurations are partitioned
into self-consistently coupled two-site fragments. These dif-
ferent coronene derivatives, along with the specific choice
of partitioning into two-atom fragments is shown in Fig. 6,
corresponding to the models in Ref. [86].

The EDMET results of Table I show that the inclusion
of local correlation and exchange physics of these fragments
results in a significant improvement of the optical gaps across
all systems compared to RPA. This reduces the mean relative
errors from 17.4% (at RPA level) to 3.6% (at EDMET level)
compared to MRCISD. Moreover, the average deviation from
experimental results (where available) is 2.0% and 2.5% for
MRCISD and EDMET, respectively, suggesting that error in
the EDMET is likely lower than that inherent in the PPP
model approximations.
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FIG. 6. Structures and fragmentations of the coronene derivatives treated in this work. Solid lines indicate nearest neighbors, while red
dotted lines indicate the specific fragmentation of the lattice chosen. All two-site clusters were solved separately and self-consistently coupled,
with no symmetries exploited.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have presented a static two-body quantum embed-
ding, EDMET, which enables incorporation of self-consistent
long-range interactions and screening effects between a local
fragment and its environment at zero temperature, without
requiring explicit frequency dependence in the effective in-
teraction. We have developed an exact mapping from an
extended system at the level of RPA, to a cluster model de-
fined by a local fragment, fermionic, and bosonic bath spaces.
Construction of this cluster Hamiltonian and two-particle self-
consistency are both performed algebraically, avoiding any
numerical fits, with a fixed upper bound on the number of
required bosonic and fermionic bath states, which is indepen-
dent of the size of the full system. It has been shown that
the approach can correctly predict the behavior of long-range
interacting lattices in both one and two dimensions, quanti-
tatively describing phase transitions and static expectations
such as double occupancy, as well as dynamical two-particle
spectra.

However, the computational costs of the EDMET scheme
are more significant than the one-particle DMET embedding
scheme on which it builds. These additional costs can be
broken down into two parts. First, the cluster mapping and
construction of the bosonic bath coupling elements currently
requires the full solution to the RPA excitations each iteration,

TABLE I. Optical gaps for PPP models of coronene derivatives.
In the case of coronene (denoted “orig”), the lowest-energy absorp-
tion at 3.55 eV is dipole forbidden, with the symmetry-allowed gap at
4.1 eV provided. MRCISD and experimental results are taken from
Refs. [86,87], respectively.

Coronene derivative

Method orig a b c d e

Gap/eV RPA 5.08 3.85 3.95 3.57 3.14 3.43
MRCISD 4.20 3.39 3.42 2.93 2.70 2.95
EDMET 4.12 3.17 3.31 3.05 2.79 2.87

Experiment 3.55 (4.1) – 3.38 – – 3.02

which scales as O[N6]—substantially more than mean-field
scaling, and stymieing application to large systems in the
thermodynamic limit. Current work is ongoing to reduce this
scaling via resolution of the identity approaches, in order to
return this to a more manageable O[N4] scaling, in keeping
with Hatree-Fock theory [88]. Second, the solution of the
resulting cluster is more computationally demanding for the
same fragment size when compared to DMET, due to the addi-
tional complexity arising from the coupled bosonic degrees of
freedom. We are also therefore exploring other solvers, which
will allow the approximate solutions for larger fragments than
currently admitted via exact diagonalization [89–91], as well
as approaches to reduce the number of coupled bosons in
the cluster via further renormalization of their effect. At that
point, we should have further clarity on the advantages of
the EDMET approach and value in describing this long-range
physics rather than capturing it via explicit enlargement of the
fragment or interacting fermionic bath size (as performed in
Ref. [92]). Future work will also enable the approach to be
extended naturally to describe coupling to physical bosonic
degrees of freedom, such as phonons in the lattice [93,94].
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APPENDIX A: PROOF FOR BOUNDS ON THE NUMBER
OF CLUSTER BOSONS

We prove that the maximum number of bosons coupled to
the cluster is bounded by the number of particle-hole excita-
tions in the cluster, which in general is at most n2

f , where n f is
the number of fragment degrees of freedom. However, if the
interaction kernel only couples a limited subset of particle-
hole excitations in the RPA, then the following proof can be
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applied to that subset in isolation. This gives the upper bound
on the boson number as the number of explicitly coupled
particle-hole excitations allowed by the interaction kernel in
the cluster, since all others are purely mean field in char-
acter. More specifically, the initial RPA calculations in this
work only couple between singlet particle-hole excitations,
resulting in only 1

4 n2
f bosons. However, the inclusion of local

exchange in the self-consistent EDMET interaction kernel
couples all same-spin excitations, leading to 1

2 n2
f bosons as

an upper bound. Only through inclusion also of spin-flip ex-
citations (not considered in this work) would the number of
bosons result in an n2

f scaling, as proven below.
This most general bound follows from the definition S =

I − (Xcl,f − Ycl,f )T (Xcl,f + Ycl,f ) and the fact that the RPA
closure relation must be satisfied within the fermionic portion
of the cluster space, so (Xcl,f − Ycl,f )(Xcl,f + Ycl,f )T = In f

2 .
Together, these lead to the relation

(Xcl,f + Ycl,f )S = 0

[= (Xcl,f + Ycl,f ) − In f
2 (Xcl,f + Ycl,f )],

(A1)

S(Xcl,f − Ycl,f )T = 0

[= (Xcl,f − Ycl,f )T − (Xcl,f − Ycl,f )T In f
2 ].

(A2)

These imply that all columns of S lie within the kernel of
(Xcl,f + Ycl,f ), and all rows within the cokernel of (Xcl,f −
Ycl,f )T [i.e., the kernel of (Xcl,f − Ycl,f )]. Thus, the maxi-
mum number of linearly independent rows or columns of S,
and so its rank, is given by the minimum nullity between
(Xcl,f + Ycl,f ) and (Xcl,f − Ycl,f ). Formally,

rank(S) � min[Null(Xcl,f + Ycl,f ), Null(Xcl,f − Ycl,f )].
(A3)

To complete the proof we note that the closure relation re-
quires that (Xcl,f − Ycl,f )T is the right inverse of Xcl,f + Ycl,f .
The existence of the right inverse implies both these matrices
are of maximum possible rank (in this case n2

f ), since it re-
quires all rows (columns) of Xcl,f + Ycl,f [(Xcl,f − Ycl,f )T ] be
linearly independent. We can thus say

rank(Xcl,f + Ycl,f ) = rank(Xcl,f − Ycl,f ) = n2
f , (A4)

so both relevant null spaces are of maximum size n2
f , giving

this as an upper bound on rank(S). The definition of the
bosons required to ensure the reproduction of these quantities
(Xcl,b and Ycl,b) is given by

S = (Xcl,b − Ycl,b)T (Xcl,b + Ycl,b), (A5)

which can be found from diagonalization of S, bounding the
number of coupled bosons in the cluster space by the rank(S),
given by n2

f . However, we note that this is the formal bound on
the number of bosons, and in practice the number of bosons
in the results of this work are only half this number.

APPENDIX B: EDMET ENERGY ESTIMATOR

We derive a total energy functional which takes into account the mixed fermionic and bosonic nature of the bath space in the
cluster calculation, and the origin of these contributions. We begin from the expression for the local energy arising from the total
one- and two-body RDM over the full system, given by

Efrag =
∑

p∈frag

(∑
q

tpqDtot
qp + 1

2

∑
qrs

(pq|rs)Ptot
qp|sr

)
, (B1)

where the one- and two-body reduced density matrices (RDMs) are defined as Dtot
pq = 〈c†

qcp〉 and Ptot
qp|sr = 〈c†

pc†
r cscq〉, respectively.

We then rewrite the two-body energy contribution, separating the summations over qrs into portions over the cluster (here defined
as fragment and fermionic bath only) and environmental degrees of freedom, giving

E twobody
frag = 1

2

∑
p∈frag

{ ∑
q∈cluster

[ ∑
rs∈env

(pq|rs)Ptot
qp|sr +

∑
rs∈cluster

(pq|rs)Ptot
qp|sr +

∑
r∈cluster,s∈env

(
(pq|rs)Ptot

qp|sr + (pq|sr)Ptot
qp|rs

)]

+
∑

q∈env

[ ∑
rs∈env

(pq|rs)Ptot
qp|sr +

∑
rs∈cluster

(pq|rs)Ptot
qp|sr +

∑
r∈cluster,s∈env

(
(pq|rs)Ptot

qp|sr + (pq|sr)Ptot
qp|rs

)]}
. (B2)

We canonicalize the environmental states, by ensuring that Denv
rs is diagonal in the environment, denoting the resulting occupied

states as {α}, and the corresponding unoccupied environment states as {β}. Assuming a mean-field approximation to this
environmental part of the wave function (the DMET approximation), this complete active space (CAS) approximation modifies
the two-body RDM with one index p constrained to be within the fragment, to become

Ptot,CAS
qp|sr =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Dfrag
pq δsr if q ∈ cluster and s ∈ { jenv},

−Dfrag
ps δqr if s ∈ cluster and q ∈ { jenv},
Pfrag

qp|sr if pqrs ∈ cluster,

0 otherwise.

(B3)
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The second of the eight terms in Eq. (B2) corresponds to the correlated two-body local energy contribution of the cluster. The
first and last terms result in effective one-body mean-field contributions. All other contributions are usually zero in this CAS
approximation.

The specific contributions to the effective one-body interaction are

1

2

∑
p∈frag

q∈cluster

∑
rs∈env
rs∈{α}

(pq|rs)Ptot
qp|sr = 1

2

∑
p∈frag

q∈cluster

Dpq

∑
i∈{α}

(pq|ii), (B4)

1

2

∑
p∈frag

r∈cluster

∑
qs∈env
qs∈{α}

(pq|sr)Ptot
qp|rs = −1

2

∑
p∈frag

r∈cluster

Dpr

∑
i∈{α}

(pi|ir) (B5)

for the first and last terms of Eq. (B2), leading to the overall DMET energy expression

Ef,frag =
∑

p∈frag

( ∑
q∈clus

tpq + h̃pq

2
Dcl

pq + 1

2

∑
qrs∈clus

(pq|rs)Pcl,f
qp|sr

)
, (B6)

where the one- and two-body RDMs within the cluster are Dcl
pq = 〈c†

qcp〉cl and Pcl,f
qp|sr = 〈c†

pc†
r cscq〉cl, respectively, and defining

the effective one-body interaction within a cluster as

h̃pq = tpq +
∑

rs

[(pq|rs) − (ps|rq)]Denv
rs . (B7)

We now improve this DMET energy expression, to go beyond the CAS (mean-field) environment description, and account
for the bosonic RPA environmental fluctuations that are included via the bosonic bath contributions. We collect the portions of
the first, third, and fourth terms of Eq. (B2) where rs runs over ph-(de)excitations and at least one is purely environmental. This
results in a two-body fragment energy contribution of the form

1

2

∑
p∈frag

q∈cluster

(∑
i∈{α}

∑
a

((pq|ia)Ptot
qp|ai + (pq|ai)Ptot

qp|ia) +
∑
a∈{β}

∑
i

((pq|ia)Ptot
qp|ai + (pq|ai)Ptot

qp|ia)

)
, (B8)

which is assumed to be zero in DMET due to the lack of inclusion of noncluster correlated physics. However, this environmental
summation over the indices i and a, where one of these indices must be in the environment, is exactly the fluctuation space from
the cluster represented by the RPA, represented by the bosonic bath space. As such, we can approximate the contribution over
all environmental ph-(de)excitations within this expression as a summation over our bosonic excitations and deexcitations. This
gives our final energy expression as

Efrag ≈ Efrag,f + 1

2

∑
p∈frag

q∈cluster

∑
n

(
ṼpqnPcl,fb

pq,n + Ṽpqn̄Pcl,fb
pq,n̄

)
(B9)

=Efrag,f + 1

2

∑
p∈frag

q∈cluster

∑
n

(
ṼpqnPcl,fb

pq,n + ṼqpnPcl,fb
qp,n

)
, (B10)

where Pcl,fb
qp,n = 〈c†

pcqan〉cl is the cluster fermion-boson RDM, and n̄ corresponds to a bosonic deexcitation index, where the
simplification from Eq. (B9) to (B10) arises due to Hermiticity of the density matrices and Hamiltonian. Note that this expression
cannot easily be formulated as a simple modification to the two-body RDM, and also requires the projected coupling terms of
the interaction to define. We should also note that this contribution is not double counted, as it arises from correlated energy
contributions in Eq. (B2) which are normally neglected. While the one-body effective contribution of the first term of Eq. (B2)
is used to define Eqs. (B4) and (B5), the bosonic contribution arises from the neglected two-body part.
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